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With thanks to this edition’s ‘Roving Editors’ Sarah Kwiatkowski  & Christine Peters 

Please present all contributions for the next  issue to the editor by  

12 noon on  Friday 20th  November 2015  

by e-mail if possible.  E-mail address: thecaundler@hotmail.co.uk.   

Please use only “Word” document when sending contributions.  

Apologies! 
We apologise to Jo Chard and her family for getting their surname name wrong in 
the last edition of The Caundler.  Jo was good enough to contribute the list of things 
to do with children in the holidays.   
Sorry, Jo!  I’m blaming it on Spellcheck!                                                     S.K. 

Frank Bastable 
Olivia and Holli would like to thank our Stourton Caundle friends and neighbours for 
all the support we have received since 24 June when Frank went in to hospital. His 
return is now imminent and we hope that when he is back home he will continue to 
make steady progress.  

Cancellations! 
The Village Concert & Harvest Supper 

The concert will not go ahead as planned, for various reasons - mainly an 
unfortunate coincidence that's led to several "regulars" being unavailable - but we 
will re-schedule it for some time in the new year.                                    

      John Waltham                         
Chris Holdstock has informed us that the Harvest Supper has been cancelled for 
this year. 

Superfast Broadband 
Just in case you weren’t aware. Despite not being mentioned in the recent Dorset Newsletter ‘super 
fast’ broadband is now available in the village.  Contact your broadband provider for an upgrade – 
you will have to pay a bit extra and possibly install a new modem.  My download speed has gone 
from 2MB/s to 26 MB/sec.  It makes video e.g. iPlayer a lot smoother.  Both BT and Talk Talk 
already have clients on ‘super fast’ broadband.       

Nic Walters 

Janie Harris writes; 
“As we gardeners and farmers know, it’s been a topsy turvy summer.  We’ve had dry spells, wet 
spells, endless windy days, and cool and hot temperatures in between.  As a result, our plants have 
behaved differently to what we think is normal.  Right now, in particular, my geranium, Rozanne, is 
looking the best it’s looked all summer. 
 
So I think what I’m trying to say is go with Nature and allow your plants to do their thing and only cut 
back as each plant goes over; or leave it all, like I do! 
In the past there was always the ritual of putting a garden to bed for the winter at a set time .  But our 
climate is changing, and like our plants, we must try and adapt!   
Good Luck! “ 



The Big Little Painting Competition! 

We had some really lovely entries to this competition but ,sadly, not a single one in the 13 to 
16 category.  One young man told me, echoing the words of a supermodel, that he wouldn’t 
get out of bed for a £20 prize – it would have to be more like £50!! 
 
Our younger painters were much less cynical and we had  eight entries in each category.  For 
logistical reasons the competition was judged not by Rachel Sargent as promised, but by a 
professional graphic artist, Liz James.  Liz has worked on many major projects including 
artwork for Lloyds Bank, the V&A Museum and Pirelli. She took a long time choosing the 
winners but eventually settled on : 
‘ On The Farm’ by Oscar Langford, aged 10, in 9-12 year category, with two runners up, ‘The 
Sunset Owl’ by Heidi Shutter, aged 10,  and ‘Chicken’, by Anna Kwiatkowski, aged 9.  
 
In the 4-8 year category, she chose ‘A View’ by Zara Shutter, aged 4, in equal first place with 
Riley Lewis, aged 6, and runner up, Harrison Lechon, aged 7.  
 
She said that she thought that some of the postcards would make great village cards, or 
Christmas cards – so that is something to consider.  Meanwhile we hope to exhibit all the 
entries on the village website where you can see just how good they ALL were.   So thank 
you to all who entered and you have to believe that there was very little to choose between 
those who won and those who did not.     

                     S.K. 
 
We hope you enjoy the various entries which have been copied into this edition! 

Daisy Rundell Oscar Lewis 

CHRISTMAS QUIZ 
Saturday 28 November @ 7pm Stourton Caundle Village Hall 

£5 per head to include Ploughman’s Supper, Teams of six 
Come on your own and join a team or bring your own team 

Prize for winning team 

Tickets from Chris Holdstock 01963 362001 
Tickets must be purchased in advance 
Proceeds for St. Peter’s Church Stourton Caundle 

  



The Drove Close Martins 
As I write this, there are at least a hundred House Martins and Swallows fluttering, tumbling and 
swooping about the power cables that run across Alban’s field. They were not here twenty minutes 
ago, but now the sky is full of them. Finally they settle, lining up like so many musical notes along the 
lines. The peace does not last however, and after two or three minutes, they suddenly explode off the 
wires as one, racing and spiraling up into the sky, their flight paths criss-crossing with collisionless 
precision, until suddenly tumbling earthwards together in playfulness. Slowly, steadily they make their 
way across the fields, and out of sight. From the first arrivals in mid April, these wonderful birds are a 
fairly common sight above our village. But these particular birds, are not ‘our’ birds. These are 
travelers from the North somewhere, possibly from as far as Scandinavia, making their way south 
and west, and heading towards Africa. 
 
Swallows, House Martins and Swifts are fairly easy to differentiate. Though much of their time is 
spent hunting together for insects high up and at some distance from the observer, Martins can be 
identified as the slightly smaller, black and white bird (the white is mostly a large white patch on the 
rump), and their calls are distinctive and made up of short, excitable, rapid trills, of a rather ‘dry’ 
nature. The Swallow’s flight by contrast is smoother; the adults sporting long trailing tail feathers. 
They also have a more musical song, full of bubbling notes, and liquid chatter, and often delivered 
from a stationary perch on telephone line. At close range the Swallow’s plumage is an intense blue-
black in colour, contrasting with a cream breast and a red bib. Swallows uniquely nest inside barns, 
stables, garages and even porches, and whilst they seem to need to nest inside the structure, House 
Martins attach their very similar nests to the external eaves and gables of buildings. They never nest 
inside. Swifts, finally, are the most mysterious and largest of the three, and despite sharing some of 
the other’s physical  and behavioral characteristics, are not related. The plumage is completely dark 
all over, and for aerobatic dexterity are unsurpassed. When watched (and listened to) in flight, they 
literally tear up the sky with their long, scythe-like wings. Swifts are inhabitants of the upper airs, 
never landing until it is time to breed. They are usually seen over-flying the Swallows and House 
Martins whilst hunting for insects, but seldom mixing with them. The Swifts high pitched, dry 
screaming is a thing of high summer and soft warm evenings. We are honoured to have an ancient 
colony of these magical birds living in the roof St Peter’s church.  
 
This summer, on behalf of the BTO (British Trust for Ornithology), I made the first of three survey 
visits on my trusty bicycle to House Martin breeding sites within a pre-selected kilometre square that 
falls conveniently over Stourton Caundle. The southern boundary was marked by the Old Chapel, 
and the northernmost point, a few hundred yards to the north east of Newlands farm. In the east, the 
boundary was Rockhill farm, and to the west, Knackers Yard, Stokes Lane. The survey, launched in 
2009, is in response to the alarming 69% decline in breeding numbers between 1966 and 2013 of 
this bird. House Martins are considered primary indicators of ecological stability, and with the 
Cuckoo, the Swift and the Swallow, House Martins are possibly our most iconic heralds of the 
English summer.  
 
When I was young, every English village would, by July, be alive with their graceful flight and their 
bright song. Now sadly, their numbers are much diminished.  
 
In June and July this year, the survey was carried out at hundreds of randomly selected locations 
throughout the British Isles by an army of volunteers (and I am not the only member of our village 
involved in this). Each person was asked to record comprehensive information as to the number of 
nest sites, the orientation of nests, the nature of surfaces and soffit details on which the nests have 
been built and whether they were occupied or not... and the list went on!  
 
A primary concern of the survey is to ascertain whether modern building materials and design may 
be adversely affecting the Martin’s ability to successfully attach their nests to buildings. 
 
Disturbingly, most of my kilometre square proved to be empty of colonies, and although I am aware 
of other nests outside my designated area, it was as I arrived at Drove road that I believed that I had 
found the breeding centre of the village’s House Martins. Where one or two, mostly unoccupied nests 
had been noted by Jubilee Oak, Drove Close boasted at least five colonies, and a total of 
approximately twenty nests. As I sat on my bicycle, clip board and binoculars in hand, I found this 
fact puzzling. Why were these nests so localised?  
 
The name Martin is believed to derive from the old word Martinet; a reference to the fact that Military 
architecture and Mars the god of war have always been linked in etymology, and traditionally these 
birds would favour the walls, buttresses and eaves of medieval castles for nest building. Possibly 
also the defensive nature of their carefully built structures could have given rise to the name. 



The Drove Close Martins (continued) 
Today, the near half a million pairs that breed in Britain, have forsaken their original prehistoric 
nesting sites on inland and coastal cliffs, and with the dearth of castles these days, have almost 
entirely taken up residence on the gables and eaves of our houses. As mentioned, House Martin 
colonies are classic features of long established buildings such as castles, halls, cathedrals, railway 
and road bridges. In some cases the bird dynasty of each colony attaching itself to such buildings 
can be more ancient than the building itself. I wondered as I watched the parent birds making their 
busy journeys, up and down Drove Close to feed their hungry youngsters, whether the genetic 
memory of this colony, goes back to an earlier time; a time when, instead of cars parked in neat 
drives, heavy horses were brushed down in this yard, and pigs and fowl snouted and pecked the 
thrown scraps and spilt grain between the insect-rich dung heaps- a time when our countyside was at 
its healthiest, and our obsession with tidiness and our reliance on agrichemicals were nothing but a 
grim vision of the future. A time indeed when the ancestral Martinet families of Drove Close lived on 
the eaves and gables of an old Brunsell Farm. Possibly this connection might go even further back, I 
thought, and not too far geographically speaking. Could they be connected to the location of the 16th 
century Stourton family castle ?  
 
Drove Close is strangely quiet now. Only those extraordinarily complex, convex mud nests, each one 
taking ten days to complete, and involving the cementing of over 1000 mud pellets, remain as silent 
reminders of the hectic breeding season that has just finished. Gilbert White’s description of these 
marvels of construction as “Rustic work, full of knobs” is very apt.  
 
Our Martins I am told were long gone by the end of August, and by now will probably be well down 
into the warm south of France, hawking for insects high above the provincial towns and countryside 
of perhaps Gascony or Languedoc. Our knowledge of the migration patterns of all the Hirundines; the 
Martins and the Swallows, is as yet shaky. Until recently, placing small aluminium rings on the legs of 
individuals after trapping, has been the only way we could gather data about their mysterious 
migrations. Extraordinarily, of the 290,000 birds ringed, only one has ever been recovered south of 
the Sahara. In the last few years however, the advent of satellite telemetry and tiny chips called data 
loggers have started to reveal the secrets of these tiny creature’s amazing and hazardous journeys. 
Unlike the Cuckoo which, due to recent telemetric wizardry, we now know spends only a few weeks 
each year in Britain to breed (and consequently should be thought of more as an African bird that 
briefly visits our shores, than an English bird that visits Africa), we are guessing a bit with the House 
Martin.  
 
In a good summer, Martins can breed right up to the end of September, producing several broods of 
offspring before migration starts, and so is here for at least five months or more. By November vast 
clouds of passage migrants made up of up 90 million birds from Europe and Asia will have reached 
the Afrotropics, and their winter quarters. Though most will stay in sub-Saharan Africa, a number are 
believed to remain above the equator, feeding on the rich insect life up to 3000 feet above the rain 
forest, and roosting by night in their thousands in the tops of trees. 
 
How wonderful that the tiny, 18 gram bird, born just outside your bedroom window some morning in 
July this year may, with luck and a fair wind, have made the 4000 mile flight across Europe, and 
across the wicked heat of the Sahara to arrive in the Cameroons by the end of the year. And how 
even more extraordinary to be woken up again on a morning in April 2016 to hear that very same 
little creature announcing to you and all the world that it has made a safe return, and can’t wait to get 
building that ‘rustic, knobbly’ little residence in your eaves again! 
 
“It is lovely to witness their excitement as they examine and clean out old nests or build new ones. As 
the season progresses we find discarded eggshells which tell us when the first brood was hatched. 
With a tinge of sadness we then watch them line up along the wires ready for the journey south. They 
do leave quite a mess, but we overcome it by placing a board underneath the nests, and hosing 
down at the end of the season. It would never occur to us to turn them away - I feel honoured that 
they have chosen our house as a nest site” 
 
My thanks to those who have helped me with the 2015 House Martin survey and have put up with my 
intrusions- binoculars, clipboard, bicycle and all.    

Alan Peters 

Stourton Caundle Community Ladies 
We are  having another meet up on the first Tuesday of October 7pm in The Trooper 
Skittle Alley to discuss the future of the group over a glass of wine.            

Steph Bond 



The Allotments, 2015 
It’s been a funny old year; everything started out well, we’d gained another allotmenteer in the shape of 
Gordon Stobie, the allotment boundaries were adjusted accordingly , and off we went. In recent years we’ve 
hired in a rotavator to take the backache out of the digging (yes, I know it’s cheating, but it works) and this 
year was no exception, although the machine had to go back to its base for a little light surgery before it 
could finish the job. However, the timing was perfect and the weather gods had smiled on us, so there was a 
super tilth and prospects were good. What’s more, there were far fewer slugs around than last year, and 
pests in general seem to have been far less prominent. Planting appeared to go ahead smoothly, and 
everything was set fair. 
 
Then the rain stopped, and it kept on stopping, so germination was patchy – I planted some of my runner 
beans three times – and the ground became hard enough that the clods misshaped a lot of the carrots as 
they attempted to go deep enough to find water. When it did eventually rain, naturally (for this country) it 
didn’t know when to stop. In a matter of days, we went from being unable to get a fork into the ground to 
being able to pull carrots unaided by a fork. Such are the vagaries of our climate. 
However, we’re a resilient bunch, and were much strengthened and encouraged in our efforts by a wonderful 
social evening organised for us all by Nic and Linda Walters at the end of July. Excellent food, washed down 
with plenty of liquid refreshment, combined with first-rate company to produce a memorable evening that 
most of us can remember – thank you to both of you. 
 
The approach of the annual garden Club Show was met with some apprehension – none of us felt we had 
much that was worth showing – but in fact a number of people (not me) did rather well in the various classes, 
and I think that, as a group, we can hold our heads high.  
 
My only disappointment this year has been that, having grown a few really large pumpkins last year, and 
having seen Dayrell and Lorraine Bingham supervise the distribution of seeds from one of them to several 
villagers under the name of “Waltham’s Whoppers” (for which I have yet to receive royalties), I have then had 
to watch everyone else’s pumpkins getting bigger than mine, despite mine having a substantial pile of dung 
to grow on. What on earth am I doing wrong??? Or did Dayrell doctor  the seeds I was given? 
 
That’s the factual side of what’s been going on, but it misses the point of the whole thing really. Take a stroll 
down around Brimble and have a look at the allotments; you’ll see a colourful patchwork, each area 
reflecting an individual approach to growing things, and a delightful variety of fruit and vegetables. This in 
turn draws butterflies and bees, and the overall impression is quintessentially peaceful, fruitful and English. 
What you don’t see, although it’s at least as important, is the friendship and co-operation that’s grown 
alongside the vegetables among those of us involved. That, I think, is the best crop we could have grown. 

                                                                    John Waltham 

Concert by the Innominata Consort  
Over many years now we have held musical events of a wide variety of genres in St Peter’s, the purpose 
being to raise funds to help enable our church to continue in being.  Well supported by friends within and 
without the village, these have proved joyful occasions for performers and audience alike, partly because it 
so happens that our church has a very friendly acoustic which allows quiet sound to travel to those sitting in 
the back row as well as it does to those in the front. 
This was demonstrated beautifully when the Innominata Consort came to play on 29

th
 August.  As with the 

Magnard woodwind ensemble last year, this concert was the inspiration of Tim Villiers and resulted from a 
casual conversation he had with his Spanish class teacher Malcolm Macdonald who leads the consort.   
If, like me, you associate recorders with reluctant primary school pupils wailing away in dubious unison on 
their descant and treble recorders, you had a surprise in store because, in the hands of seasoned 
professionals, there exists a whole family of larger instruments such as the bass, the great bass in C and 
finally the contra bass, which together make a wonderfully rich and mellow sound, perfectly suited to the 
aforesaid acoustic of St Peter’s. 
Before an audience of 75 we were treated to a richly varied programme, initially of early recorder pieces as 
might have been played in our church four hundred years ago and written between the mid - 1500s and 
1700s. Then after the interval they moved forward to more recent times, displaying great virtuosity in tackling 
pieces ranging from Bach to Debussy and up to the present day.   
It was a lovely evening that delighted the audience and in the years to come we hope to continue bringing 
more such musical occasions to St Peter’s.     

                                                                    Terry Taylor 

Welcome to the Village 
Neil & Kate Duke who recently moved into 4 Brimble Cottages. 



Stourton Caundle Village Hall,  
Comme un Chef, Friday 23rd October, 7pm. 

 
For its 11th annual visit to Stourton Caundle, Screen Bites brings the delightful French film Comme 
un Chef. A brilliant but difficult young chef teams up with an old master to prove that its all about the 
quality of the food rather than the fashionable crazes in this funny and wry look at the French food 
scene. 
 
Once again Emily Davies from Dorset Blue is sponsoring our visit, and she will be offering tastings 
and cheese, along with 18 other food producers including Chocolate Arthouse, Mere Fish Farm, The 
Ansty Herd and the Bakery Cafe. 
 
The doors open at 7pm for tastings. 
 
Bookings open on Friday 11th September by telephone to 01963 32525 or  
email  screenbites@thanksgiving.demon.co.uk Visit the website,www.screenbites.co.uk, for more 
information 

Advent Windows 2015 
For a few years back, the village was invited to decorate our front windows with an Advent theme.  
Advent speaks of the coming to earth of the Christchild and many windows reflected this with Nativity 
scenes, stars, angels, shepherds, wise men and the like. Others showed reindeers with sleighs, 
Father Christmas, teddies and I think even a spaceman!  The village shone and sparkled. Many of 
these decorations were made as cut out silhouettes with back lighting. 
It has been decided to invite the village to run another Advent Windows venture this year, when the 
advent season begins on 29

th
 November and ends on Christmas Eve. 

Previously many of us thought that we would keep our displays going until Twelfth Night, having 
made the effort! 
Everyone in the village is invited to join in. You may receive a visitation to encourage you.  We hope 
that once again the village will sparkle and shine during this wonderful Christmas period.  

             Julian Shardlow/Gordon Stobie 

The Welcome Club 
Welcome Club meeting 16/09/15 
Our speaker this month was a Mr Ian McClellan a retired anaesthetist. He gave a very interesting 
talk on the history of anaesthesia. Successful anaesthesia for surgery on humans was first carried 
out in 1846. Before that, the few operations that were possible were carried out with no pain relief or 
just a dose of alcohol or opium.  
There were many attempts to relieve pain through the centuries by various means, such as blows to 
the head, herbs, opium and compression of the nerves.  
Towards the end of the 20th century major advances in anaesthesia were seen including the 
contributions of computer technology. 
 
On the 15th September on a fine autumn day members left the village for their final club outing of the 
year. A trip to Burley in the New Forest where members stopped for lunch then on to Bashley to 
enjoy a comedy show and afternoon tea. 
 
Next months meeting 21/10/15 –will be the club’s A.G.M 

Keep Fit on Mondays 10-11  
Starting 5

th
 October in the 

 Stourton Caundle Village Hall 
If you would like to find out more 

Contact Jane Onslow 01963 362 369 
janeonslow@theretreatsc.co.uk 



Naturally Thinking  
Snort snuffle, snuffle snort …… 
I lay very still and listened.  It was the middle of the night and I couldn’t blame my husband because he was 

in the other room!  I swung my legs out of bed and looked out of the window, but it was so dark I couldn’t see a 
thing.  But the sound was  familiar, one that I had heard before, long ago.  It was quite unmistakeably a hedgehog, 
probably trying to make overtures to a mate.  

 
In the last issue I was bemoaning the lack of these prickly little creatures, and telling of the time in Guildford 

when we heard exactly the same noise from a pair that made their home beneath our neighbour’s shed.  Since the 
sounds beneath my window, we have had signs of more visits and several neighbours have reported seeing them - 
in the flesh, as it were.  Janie has even seen a pair of them in her garden.  So - with the courtship routine beneath 
my window, perhaps they are here to stay. It would be nice if they had come back to the village but I do hope that 
they don’t decide to use the road as their main highway from garden to garden.     

   
Am I the only one who thinks that there seem to be many more spiders about the garden than usual this 

year?  Every time I go outside, I run the gauntlet of being wrapped in webs - oh come on, don’t exaggerate woman, 
it just seems like that.  But from almost every twig, branch, leaf or flower there are strands of gossamer.  They 
festoon the railings of the ramp, they hang across gateways, fences, trees, door handles, outside lamps.  They are, 
in fact, everywhere.  And very pretty they are too in the morning when the dew or raindrops hang on them like tiny 
diamonds.   

 
These outside webs are mostly made by the Garden Orb spider that feeds on flies, wasps, butterflies and 

other flying insects, though it unfortunately doesn’t bother with the smaller ones such as greenfly.  The female has 
rather a sad life.  Once mated, she lays her eggs, which she protects in a silken egg pouch.  In fact, she is so 
protective of them that she is unable to hunt or feed and so, by latish autumn, she dies.  The reason there seem to 
be so many this year is, I believe, due to the weather.  Winter and spring did not kill off vast quantities of insects 
and so the spiders have had a field day.  So be joyful all you arachnophobics, things would be much worse without 
them! 

 
I had a rather special birthday present this year from my daughters and their families - a much longed for 

pond.  It is, by many standards, a small pond, but it is a pond nevertheless and considerably bigger than the 
pondlet that I have made do with for a couple of years.  It is deep in the middle and has shelves at the sides on 
which I have put water plants, and there is just room for a pigmy water lily.  At least, I hope there is room for it.  I 
shall probably know for certain next spring - it has only been in situ since the end of July.  I don’t want fish, 
preferring rather that wild creatures should come and make their home in it.  We stocked it with a few rams horns 
snails and some pointy ones that came from the pondlet.  The pointy ones seem to be breeding nicely.  Now and 
then dragonflies and damselflies hover over it.  I’d rather not have the dragonflies either - their larvae have 
voracious appetites for tadpoles which I hope will eventually inhabit it.   

 
One day recently I was clearing the pondlet from  overgrown pond weed that was festooned with duck weed, 

when I surprised a frog.   I was highly delighted.  I had always thought this was too deep for such things, and I 
quickly put in a piece of old wood so that it could clamber out.  However, it had other ideas and scrabbled out on 
the opposite side without any assistance at all.  I am hopeful that since both pondlet and pond are within a frog hop 
away from each other that it will soon try the real thing and make a home there.   

  
I was pleased to see honey bees at last, as well as bumble bees, mobbing the flowers of the Oregano and 

Lavender.  For weeks they worked on them, humming happily from dawn to dusk.  A question - does an individual 
flower continue to produce nectar for as long as it blooms?   I had quite a lot of the afore mentioned flowers and I’m 
sure the bees were working on the same ones over and over again.   

 
One day near the end of August, I went out into the garden before breakfast and sensed a subtle shift in the 

atmosphere. There was a chill in the air, tiny, dew-filled cobwebs laced the lawn, the leaves on the trees were a 
heavy green and the birds were quiet, except for a robin that trilled to itself deep in the laurel bush. The newly 
harvested fields nearby were the dull gold of stubble and a small mist hung in the valleys.     

Nature was already sending out the first signals of the end of summer.  It was as though it was balancing 
itself on something precarious, waiting for its next show.           

                            Margaret Waddingham 
Since writing the above, I have heard from several people who all have hedgehogs in their garden.  It seems 

that they are more here than I thought.   
However, I’m afraid I’m ending this on a sad note - one which makes me feel deeply ashamed.  One morning I 

found a drowned one in my little pond.  It was quite a youngster and it had obviously done its best to get out 
because some of the water plants had been overturned.  An inventive friend was with us when we discovered this 
and he made a set of stone steps ending with a tile, set at an angle for an easy escape route.  This is the problem 
with pre-formed ponds and I’m about to enclose mine with a low plastic picket fence.  Frogs should be able to 
manage this quite well, but not hedgehogs.                                                              MW 



Flower & Produce Show and Garden Club Programme 
 
The Garden Club annual flower and produce show was held in the village hall on Saturday 5 September.  
There were over 330 entries in the various categories, and it was particularly pleasing to see the high numbers 
of submissions in the children’s categories following the geranium growing competition organised by the club in 
conjunction with Bishop’s Caundle School.  Fun was had again with the winner of the largest vegetable 
category, a huge pumpkin, forming the basis of (and the prize for) the ‘guess the weight’ competition.  A new 
cup, for Years 4, 5 and 6 at the School was presented by Harry Dike in memory of his wife Maureen.  Three 
winners returned to reclaim cups they had only given back a few days before the show: Linda Walters, who 
won the highest number of points for a lady; Jenny Cottrell, who showed the best box of vegetables again; and 
Win Gillard, who again produced the best exhibit in the handicraft section.   
  
 The full list of Cup and prize winners are: 

 
Once the exhibits had been cleared away, the Geranium Tea Party allowed sixty members and friends to enjoy 
some of the entries in the cake section of the show, together with scones generously baked by Gay Liversidge 
and Christine Peters.  Money made from the sale of tea tickets will be shared between the National Gardens 
Scheme/MacMillan Cancer Care and the Horatio Garden at Salisbury Hospital.  This was followed by an 
auction of some of the exhibits, conducted with their usual enthusiasm and skill by John Waltham, Harry Dike 
and Neil Gillard, which raised £160 for the Air Ambulance. 

Julius Cup (gentleman highest points) Howard ffitch 

Bond Cup (lady highest points) Linda Walters 

Salter Cup (best in vegetable section) Dayrell Bingham 

Baillie Cup (best floral art exhibit) Jenny Cottrell 

Barnes Cup (best box of vegetables) Jenny Cottrell 

Firth Cup (best handicrafts exhibit) Win Gillard 

Hukins Cup (best domestic exhibit) Cicely Diack 

Sherwin Cup (best exhibit in flower classes) Gilly Beauclerk 

Villiers Cup (best in fruit section) Gerry Holdstock 

Hamilton Cup (geranium competition - Reception and Year 1) Joseph Noyse 

Ken Moore Watering Can (geranium competition -Years 2 and 3) Kyle Kemp 

Maureen Dike Cup (geranium competition -Years 4, 5 and 6) Harry Loader 

 
Thanks as always are due to the committee and supporters for organising the event, as well as arranging 
and serving the tea, and to the exhibitors for making such an effort yet again. 
 
The remaining programme for the 2015-2016 season is as follows: 
 

 
Existing and potential new members of the Garden Club should note that annual subscriptions (£7.50) are 
now due.       

                                             Broken Nails 

Wednesday 14 October 2015 Caroline Packenham: –‘Getting ready for  winter and the  cultivation of unusual herbs’ 
 

Wednesday 11 November AGM followed by Stourton Caundle Gardeners Question Time 
  

Wednesday 9 December Sue Simon and Penny Plunkett: - ‘Christmas Decoration  Demonstration’ 
 

Wednesday 13 January 2016 Annual supper 
  

Wednesday 10 February Castle Gardens: - ‘Fruit and vegetables on your patio’ 
  

Wednesday 9 March Neil Lovesey, Picket Lane Nursery: ‘Gardening on Clay’ 
  

Wednesday 13 April Mary Benger: - ‘The development of Burrow Farm Gardens,  Axminster’ 
  

Wednesday 11 May Castle Gardens visit, with 25% off all purchases 



Village Hall 100 Club 

August & September Draw Results 
August Draw made on 19

th
 August 2015: 

First Prize:  £25.00 No.146 Deanne Tremlett 

Second Prize:  £20.00 No.28  Sue Simon 

Third Prize:  £15.00 No.8  Jan Kwiatkowski 

 

September Draw made on 11
th
 September 2015: 

First Prize:  £25.00 No.186 Philippa Stocker 

Second Prize:  £20.00 No.21  Holli Bastable 

Third Prize:  £15.00 No.169 Sid Duffett 

 

We are now collecting the subscriptions for the next 12 month period.  You can have as 

many numbers as you like for £6 per number for a year, or £3 for 6 months.  Half the 

money collected goes to the Village Hall, the rest is paid out in monthly draw prizes. 

 

Next monthly draws:  21
st
 October and 18

th
 November, at the Trooper at 9 pm.     

                              Anna Oliver 

Badminton 

Tuesday 7.30pm 

Short Mat Bowls 

Monday 7.30pm  

 & Thursday 2pm 

Table Tennis 

Tuesday 7.30pm 

Snooker 

Monday 7.30pm 

In the Village Hall 

Contact Gerry Holdstock on 362001 or just turn up! 

All very welcome - no expertise needed! 

 

Yoga, Small friendly class, ensuring you quality tuition! 
Maximum 6 people per class. 

Booking essential (6 weeks advance). 
All abilities welcome! 

Tuesday and Friday mornings, 9.30 – 11am. Nr. Stourton Caundle 
Telephone Gwen 01963 364625 

News from All Saints School, Bishops Caundle 
Whilst thinking of and remembering our Year 6 Leavers as they begin their new adventure at The 
Gryphon School, we are welcoming so many people to the All Saints family this Autumn! Firstly, 
thirteen very special children who will be starting school for the first time in our Reception setting. 
They have already made a wonderful start to school life. A new pupil also joins us in Year 4 and we 
have two lovely new teachers – Miss Markham teaching Years 2&3 and Miss Newman teaching 
Reception and Year 1 who have been busy during the summer preparing for their new roles. We 
hope they settle in quickly and are very happy at our school.  
We are very pleased to be able to offer a Breakfast Club and After School Care at All Saints for the 
first time this term. Lots of fun sporting activities such as Tri Golf and Ultimate Frisbee are on offer so 
children can learn new skills and keep active. This is very close to our heart as a school with the 
Healthy School Award. We hope this venture will support families and be well received. 
Our learning for our children this term centres around the theme of ‘America’. Diamonds Class are 
learning about the Rainforest within the fabulous ‘Rainforest’ that has appeared in their classroom! 
Rubies and Sapphires classes will be learning about Christopher Columbus, The Mayan Culture 
alongside the physical and human geography of North and South America. They will also read 
American children’s literature. If anyone in our community has any knowledge, skill or experience in 
this area that they could share, we would love to hear from you. 
Please see more about our learning at  http://www.bishopscaundle.dorset.sch.uk/site 



Stourton Caundle Golf Society Monthly Report 
July 2015 

Usually we do not meet in July at Folke; it is the month of the Annual Golf Day. As this was put back to the last 

week in July, the decision was taken to play our usual monthly game, and very well attended it was too. It 

appears the handicap system is starting to take effect, as the scoring was all much closer. Indeed, we broke 

new ground with four joint winners. A great morning all round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Congratulations to our four joint winners 

this month. Joe Yandell, Rob Mitchell, 

Shaun Read and Alban Harris, all with 

15 points. More importantly, they hold of 

bragging rights for the next few weeks. 

Well done to Rob Mitchell, David Kirk, 

Alban Harris and Andrew Oliver on the 

team prize, with a team total of 36 

points. 



Friday Nov 6
th

 7.30 pm VILLAGE HALL 
All proceeds go to All Saints Primary School and the Village Hall 
Fund. 

∗ Burger Van and Bar. 

∗ Fabulous North Devon backing group,  

∗ Jose and The Hot Dogs. 
 

This evening will be great for families, children and OAP’s.   
Look at The Roving Crows on U Tube and get the vibe!  

 

Tickets available from  
The Trooper, All Saints School  
or ring Sarah on 01963 362251 

 

Gardening Tips 
October  
Start to plant spring flowering bulbs and wall flowers 
Lift and divide Michaelmas Daisies 
Tie-in and prune climbing roses to prevent wind damage 
Pick up rotting apples and pears and dispose of – but not on compost heap 
Prune blackberries as they finish fruiting. 
Scarify and aeriate lawns.  Reduce number of cuts and raise the mower blades 
November 
Keep feeding the birds and make sure they have a clean water supply 
Put a thick layer of compost over vulnerable perennials 
Rake up leaves from lawns and compost 
Lift clumps of chives and divide.  Place a pot on a sunny window sill  for a winter supply 
Check orchids and citrus plants for scale insect 
Start winter pruning e.g. hedges and fruit trees 
Finish planting tulips 

Nikki Hale 
 
Thank you, Nikki!  What a list.  We had better all get busy.  Ed. 



Cucumber Relish 
This is a lovely autumn recipe from Wendy Blaze.  She gave me a jar and it was delicious!  Make it now to 
accompany cold meats over the Christmas holidays. S.K. 
 
4 cucumbers (aprox I.8 kilograms) 
¼ cup salt 
I red pepper 
1 green pepper 
250 grams onions 
3 sticks of celery 
1 dessertspoon mustard seeds 
1 ½ cups sugar 
1 ½ cups white vinegar 
 
Peel and dice cucumbers and sprinkle with salt.  Stand 3 hours, or overnight, then drain liquid from 
cucumbers.  
Seed and dice peppers; peel and chop onion and celery.  Chop all vegetables finely.  Add cucumbers and 
prepared veg with remaining ingredients in large saucepan. 
Stir over a low heat until sugar dissolves.  Increase heat and boil uncovered for 30 mins. Pour into hot, 
sterilized jars and seal. 
Makes 2 ½ - 3 pots.  

Toffee Apple Pie 
Great for an Autumn party or for Bonfire Night 

For 6 
2x 397ml tins of toffee condensed milk 
8 Granny Smith apples (or any eating apple that keeps its shape when cooked) 
100 g unsalted butter 
1 tblsp caster sugar 
Juice and grated zest of 1 lemon 
1 x 284ml carton of double cream 
 
For the biscuit base 
300 g digestive biscuits 
100 g melted butter 
1 tsp ground cinnamon 
Put biscuits in a food processor or bash by hand into a fine crumb.  Add butter and cinnamon and press 
mixture into a 25cm loose-bottomed tart tin and place in fridge. 
Peel and core the apples, cutting each one into 8 pieces.  Melt butter in large pan and add apples and sugar 
and cook until softened and golden brown but still keeping their shape.  Stir in lemon juice and zest. 
Spoon condensed milk toffee onto biscuit base (a warm spoon helps).  Arrange apple slices over the top.  
Whisk cream and spread over apples.  Keep in fridge until needed.   
I think this would also be nice with a meringue topping.                                      

S.K. 

Changing of the Seasons by Margaret Waddingham 
 

Pack away the chairs and tables,  
cover up the garden seat,  

empty out the pots of flowers - 
drab they are and gone to seed.  
Fold away the bright umbrellas,  
barbecues and paddling pools,  

take away the swinging hammocks,  
mowers and the garden tools.  

Wash the shading from the greenhouse,  
switch off the fountain in the pond,  

sweep leaves away from the Veranda,  
Autumn’s coming - summer’s gone.  

 
Autumn’s coming, summer’s going,  

but pictures in my head remain 
of sunshine and its languid glowing -  

soon it will be back again.  



Farming in Crisis 
The Blackmore Vale was described by Thomas Hardy in ‘Tess of The D’Urberville’s’ as ‘the vale of little dairies’.  
The gentle grassland and mild climate made it ideal dairy cow country, as opposed to the chalky uplands that 
surround it.  The expression ‘different as chalk and cheese’ is derived from exactly this comparison. 
Our farming correspondent, David Jeanes, has written the following article to help us understand the milk crisis 
we hear so much about on the News.  
 
‘The ups and down in business are always a challenge, but dairy farming appears to be on a down more than 
an up. There is good news as I write this, that world dairy price is looking better. I have been seeking out some 
interesting statistics in order to try and understand the present issues. Milk produced in the UK is sold on as:- 
                 49%  liquid consumption      
                 27%  produces cheese 
                 12%  goes into milk powder 
                   2%  goes into cream 
                   2%  manufactures butter 
                   2%  goes for yoghurt  
                   3%  other 
                   1%  wastage. 
The understanding I have, is that the milk powder goes onto the global market, and the demand for it sets the 
price for all the milk produced. 
It has also been reported that Irish farmers have anticipated the removal of ‘milk quotas’ (February 2015) and 
the free market, and have increased cow numbers by 122,000, with the extra production for export. I know little 
about the efficiency and standard of this expansion, but it affects our farmers. Another surprising feature in 
today's market is the different contracts for farmers. One company has nine contracts with prices varying from 
33.78 pence per litre (ppl) down to 24.82 ppl, and the national price ranges from 33.78ppl down to 18.18ppl. 
This has enormous effect on morale and future investment.   
 
As some solace in the present situation, there is low borrowing interest rates, low fuel prices, no quota to pay 
out (this has had little value for years, but at one time was valued between 70ppl and 80ppl. Once this was 
acquired it was used as a guide to produce milk annually to that volume.).  
 
One other comfort is that cattle feed costs are down a little. This is because  the global market for cereals is 
down in price due to good harvests in 2014,  but that, in turn, has given our cereal farmers poor returns for their 
crops. 
 
Hi-tech precision farming still grows amongst all this, with around 200 cows being milked and fed by ‘robotics,’ 
but I haven’t seen how the rest of the work is carried out. There must still be the need for a pretty good 
stockman to oversee and care for these cows. The NFU magazine has published the ‘top ten’ farming APPS for 
the smartphone and tablet. They range from Met Office, stock movement, grazing calculator and an app 
designed to help farmers make the most of  the manure, be it slurry or poultry litter.  
Sheep farmers are also having a tough time with present prices down and we are the largest producer of sheep 
meat in the EU. The NFU are working with retailers to encourage the RED TRACTOR sign to promote the 
sheep industry. 
To end all this it has been reported that world food prices are at a 6 year low.’ 

                   David Jeanes 

Following on from David’s article on Dairy Farming, whilst I was down in Devon at my mother’s, I 
chatted to one of the local dairy farmers and she told me that as a result of the ‘low’ milk prices, 
some local farmers had got together and set up a group under the name ARLA.  Under this scheme 
their milk goes into other products , not just in the U.K, - Lurpak , for instance.  If you check online, all 
the dairy products are listed.  So by purchasing these items, you’ll be helping our farmers.           

Jane Harris 

I Love Dikes 
It is no exaggeration to say that Dikes is one of my all-time favourite places.  I live in Singapore, a country that 
imports the bulk of its produce, and I yearn for fresh, locally-grown food.  I return to the UK each summer and I 
spend some time with my family in London and some time in Dorset.  I promise you that I get as much of a thrill 
shopping in Dikes as I do from seeing the Changing of the Guard or visiting Tate Modern.   The whole experience 
is fantastic – the wide aisles, the unhurried atmosphere, the friendly, smiling staff, the little trolleys that my children 
bash into other shopper’s legs  ( I’m sorry about this, I really am!) the amazing range of fresh food, the butcher and 
fishmonger, the little corner of world foods – you  who shop regularly in Dikes don’t know how lucky you are. To my 
astonishment I even found a speciality product called ‘freekah’ on the shelves, and dairy free chocolate for my 
daughter.  To cap it all you can enjoy a really good cup of coffee and a delicious cake when you have finished 
shopping.  Dikes, you are an amazing place and I’m looking forward to our next visit already. 

                                              C.K   Siglap, Singapore. 



Krafty Kids 
With Halloween looming and the chance to find some prize pumpkins, how about decorating them a little 
differently this year. . . .  
For all the following designs, cut a hole and scoop out all the insides. 

 

Place a carrot for the nose 
and an old pair of 
spectacles! 

Or Spiderman! 
Turn it around so that the 
stalk becomes the nose! 

For the next styles, you will need the help of an adult, a rubber hammer, biscuit cutters, a knife and if 
possible a drill—please be very careful! 
Place the cutter onto the skin of the pumpkin and tap with the hammer until it makes a deep indent, but 
not too far otherwise the cutter is really difficult to pull out.  Use the knife to ease out the pumpkin skin and 
the soft flesh.  Continue this all over the pumpkin. 
The other option is to drill holes following a pattern or template which can easily be found on the internet, 
or draw one yourself and ask Mum or Dad to help you to drill the holes.  
They should come out looking something like these below: 

    This is my favourite! L.T. 
 

BRUNSELL FARM INVITES YOU TO… 
 

PICK YOUR OWN PUMPKINS!  

From Wednesday 28
th
 October onwards 

10am – 4pm 

 Forget the mess at home and enjoy the option to carve 
your pumpkin on the farm and win a special prize for the 

best carved pumpkin of 2015! 

 Contact us on: 07890 745631 

Brunsell Farm, Cat Lane,  
Stourton Caundle, 
Dorset, DT10 2JX  



Dorset Historic Churches Trust – Ride and Stride 
Several groups from the village took part in this annual fund-raising ride on Saturday 12 September.  Most of us cycled around 
different parts of north Dorset, and our group consisted of two regular, serious weekly riders and two of the more fair weather, 
leisure cyclists.  During the day Tom Eden, Hedley and I covered 23 miles of interesting and quiet country routes and a total of 
eight historic churches.  Richard Miles shared the first few miles with us before returning home, then did another stint of cycling 
in the late afternoon and added a further nine churches to our tally.  We met Andrew and Anna Oliver at Long Burton, travelling 
a similar circuit to us but in the opposite direction, while Sarah Kwiatkowski and Jane Colville managed more than half a dozen 
churches by cycling along the Trailway.  Glanville’s Wootton church, which dates back to the fifteenth century, is a perfect 
example of how some of the funds raised annually have been used to restore the church after a serious fire.  On a sad note, 
the lovely little church in the hamlet of Holnest, with its beautiful Georgian covered pews, is in dire need of urgent repairs. The 
water damage is extensive following several thefts of lead from the roof.   Half of the total money raised by the Stourton 
Caundle riders, £420, goes to the Trust and the other half will be used for the upkeep and repairs of our own lovely St Peter’s.   
Refreshments were available at every church on our route and the delicious home-made biscuits at Folke deserve a special 
mention.  

                 Marjo Walker 
 
Saturday 12th September saw many thousands of volunteers of all ages across England pedalling for their parish as part of 
this year's national 'Ride+Stride' event. In our county, the event is organised by the Dorset  Historic Churches Trust and 
hundreds of folk cycled, walked and even rode horses to visit Dorset's churches and chapels. Riders and striders are raising 
money for the maintenance and repair of Dorset's historic churches, with all sponsorship split between the Trust and their  
nominated church. In 2014, a total of £81,000 was raised in sponsorship with 197 Dorset  parish communities taking part. Let's 
hope this sum will be surpassed this year. It  isn't too late to sponsor one or other of Stourton Caundle's participants, who this 
year were Jane Colville, Marjo and Hedley Walker, Anna and Andrew Oliver, Tom Eden and Richard Miles.  

                Richard Miles 

Parish Council 
During the summer, meetings have been held to consider two planning applications; a ground floor 
extension at Larkrise in Cat Lane was recommended for approval and subsequently granted 
planning permission by North Dorset District Council, and an application to create rooms on the 
second floor of Acorn Cottage was also recommended, with caveats raising concerns about the 
proximity to the neighbouring property, limited parking and the structural integrity of the building. 
 
A group of young people with Tony Nye have cleared the bridle path and gateways leading from 
Ramillies Farm and have been thanked on behalf of the village. 
Fencing is to be replaced and repaired in the play area. 
 

There is a vacancy for a Tree Warden if anyone is interested in this?  

Sue Harris 01963 362864 

Restaurant Review 
If you enjoy fresh fish, and you haven’t yet been to Something Else Fishy in Milborne Port, read on.   This friendly restaurant, with 
a lively seaside décor, offers an extensive menu of reasonably priced fish dishes, cooking whenever possible with locally sourced 
produce. 
Tempting “Specials” were potted shrimps or pan-fried mackerel with gooseberry and elderflower glaze, but we chose squid dusted 
in salt and pepper batter, served on a bed of mixed leaves with a chilli dip, as well as tiger prawns, cooked in Jack Daniels with a 
sweet chilli sauce, served on green leaves with slices of ciabatta.   Our main course was half a lobster (eyes averted from the 
lobster tank where they dawdled, unaware of their doom).   Served with crisp chips and salad, the lobster was supremely fresh (!) 
and delicious.   Diets abandoned, we then chose hazelnut meringue stack,  pecan and caramel cheesecake (all desserts 
homemade by Nikki) and locally produced Marshfield Farm ice cream, all of which are highly recommended. 
Pricewise, Something Else Fishy is very good value – where else could you find half a lobster for £14.95?   Starters are between 
£3.95 and £5.95, battered fish with unlimited  chips between £8.95 and £11.95 (lemon sole) and £12.95 (Fritto Misto Italian style).   
If you don’t enjoy fish, there are many varieties of burgers, pies and sausages, as well as vegetarian options, from £6.95 including 
chips. 
For families with children under 5, on Thursday lunchtimes between 12 – 1.30pm you can have one free meal from the children’s 
menu for every meal purchased off the main menu.   Or, on Fridays, the Lunch Club between 12 – 1.30pm offers Mini Cod, Chips 
and Mushy Peas plus tea or coffee all for £5. 
The restaurant is not licenced so bring your own bottle (corkage is £2.00) and is up a short flight of stairs (for those not so able 
bodied very good fish and chips to take away downstairs).   Reliably busy, you will need to book. 
Martin and Nikki Else are always there to welcome you, and thoroughly deserve their place in the Top 12 UK Fish and Chips 
Awards.   We are lucky to have such fine and fresh seafood on our doorstep.   Treat yourself. 
Something Else Fishy, 1 The High Street, Milborne Port, DT9 5DG 
www.somethingelsefishy.co.uk     01963 250225 
Open:  Thursday, Friday & Saturday 12pm-2pm, 5pm-9.30pm 
Christmas hours:  15th – 19th 5pm-9.30pm, 22nd – 23rd 5pm-9.30pm 
Christmas Meals from £23.95 pp for 3 courses plus coffee                                

Jane Westbrook                  



 

 
 

Left  - Alex Shutter 5 
 
Bottom Left—Sienna Caplan 5 
 
Bottom Right—Anna Kwiatkowski 

  

  

Alice Kwiatkowski  6       Jazmyn Caplen 7 

Thomas Sheerman 10       Polly Kwiatkowski 7 

The Big Little Painting Competition! 



The Big Little Painting Competition! 

 
 

  

  

Oscar Langford, 10      Anna Kwiatkowski, 9 
 Winner!         Runner Up! 

 Heidi Shutter, 10       Zara Shutter, 4 
 Runner Up!        Equal Winner! 

 Riley Lewis, 6       Harrison Lechon, 7 
 Equal Winner!       Runner Up! 


